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such assessments overdramatize the situation- 
do or not is a matter of judgement rather than ............................................................ 

ere is no doubting that crime rates in Central and Eastern 
CEE) and the Former Soviet Union (the FSU) 

............................................................ d, in many cases substantially, since the collapse 
power, and that the ramifications of criminality in 
countries extend far beyond national boundaries. 

Crime, Corruption, and Politics: e and internationalization of crime and corruption, in which 

Transnational Factors erly communist states are clearly playing a significant 
plications for both established democracies and 

Several of the various forms this threat 
e in the course of this chapter; at  their most 

Leslie Holr.lzes rises in the proportion of illegality in interna- 
n destabilize national economies, which 

According to a 1998 article in the London Times, a two-year serious social and political problems and instab- 
on organized crime in Russia conducted by an agency close fundamental point to be made is that 
CIA concluded that such activity 'constitutes a direct threat greater in democratizing or transitional states, 
national security interest of the United States by foste y are more fragile. Since the cultures of both liberal 
ility in a nuclear-armed power'.l Another analyst y and the rule of law are less internalized in these coun- 
the significance of the rise of Russian organized crime a y are less secure; this is particularly true if citizens in 
'The emergence of the Russian mafia is the major develop munist countries associate criminality with the democrat- 
transnational organized crime in the 1 9 9 0 ~ . ' ~  While such d marketization projects. 
ments might appear sensationalist, they are only two of nu survey data on this issue of mass 
similar ones that have been published in the West in recent d FSU states of  a linkage between cl-iminality 

ratization are still scarce. However, a recent analysis of 
chard Rose and others, based on John 

t of levels of corruption, drew the following 

I J. Lloyd, 'Red Alert', Tlze Times (magazine) (31 Jan. 1998),24-31 at 27. f the rule of law, as measured by the corruption 
Lloyd's article does not specify the full details of his source, it is in fact S a significant correlation with regime support. The higher the 
H. Webster (ed.), Russian Organized Crime: Global Organized Crime ruption in  a new democracy, the less likely individuals a re  to 

(Washington: Center for Strategic and International Studies, 1997); the S 

on the nuclear threat can be found at  19-22 and 61-3. 
Guy Dunn, 'Major Mafia Gangs in Russia', in Phil Williams, Russia~z 

ized Ci-iine (London: Cass, 19971, 63. 

one of the more bizarre forms of crime in which organized gangs have 
involved in recent years, and on which Freemantle focuses (see 146-55) ssia, see Phi1 Williams, 'Introduction: How Serious a Threat is 
in human body parts. In marked contrast to these sensationalist appr 
J. Backman's study, Tlze Inflation of Crinze in Russia (Helsinki: National
Institute of Legal Policy, 1998). Baclrman suggests that the West's Rush (eds.), U7zderstarzding Orga7zized Crime in Global Per- 
communist (especially Russian) criminality and its internationalizatio 
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support the new regime (-.24) and the lrigher the current level nomenon has often been confused and con- 
the less likely individuals are to reject undemocratic altern ial actors such as David Veness, 

Mo

r

eover, there is abundant evidence that many C nit at London's Scotland Yard, have 

citizens link democratization (i.e. a political process) and mar primary threat to inner cities in the UK 
reforms (an economic process), treating them as tw the late 1990s will be from criminals originating from CEE and 

of a single phenomenon even though there is no necessary ~ s i a . ~  On the other hand, although the situation has improved 

nection between them. Unfortunately, the problems of early snational organizations, and TNCs (trans- 

communism have meant that democratization and market re 1 now adopting a more critical stance 

often conflict with each other; criminality can thrive in suc and organized crime, there is a 
contradictory situation. 'too little, too late'. 

It is hypothesized here that the post-communist regimes ave understandably led some citizens in 

experienced legitimacy problems because of popular percepti n states to wonder if they are observing a new version 
that the new putatively democratizing systems are i roclaims its commitment to democracy 
at least too tolerant of the new criminality, and in som eemed reluctant to take as firm a stand 

involved with and benefiting from it. This association in the pub as many in the post-communist coun- 
mind between increased criminality on the one would prefer. Sometimes, its primary concern appears to 
democratization and marketization/p

r

ivatization projects o d privatization at almost any cost, with 
other, is a complex one. Recent research conducted by a team consolidation of democ

r
acy and the fight against crime only a 

at the University of Glasgow suggests that many citizens in a 
some post-communist states still support the abs d FSU citizens appear to want the West to play 
democracy and the market economy, but mistrust eater role in combating criminality, especially among state 

cians and state officials who are charged with implemen 
transition to these.5 Acknowledging these research findi 
chapter argues that-perhaps counter-intuitively-this distinct 
between theory and practice makes the whole democratiz e (for example, in the form of withholding aid or investment) 
marketization project more difficult and fragile. Too pro1 forcing their own governments to tackle cor- 
serious disjuncture between the abstract concepts and ges supporting this position range from 59 
reality could undermine public support for the former. to 78 per cent in Bulgaria, with the Czech 

Unfortunately, the democratization process in CEE and FSU both at 68 per cent? 
been rendered even more problematical by the fi-equently low- indicated, there have been signs that the international 
or ambivalent responses of the international community towar as now woken up to the threat posed to it by the crimin- 
post-communist criminality. Despite the increase in crime in the unist world. One analyst has argued that 
post-communist world and its internationalization, the West s the rapidly growing awareness of corruption precisely in the 

nsitiolz economies that has led international agencies such as 

Richard Rose, William Mishler, and Christian Haerpfer 
e IMF and the World Bank to focus on this problem in the 1 9 9 0 ~ . ~  

Alternatives (Cambridge: Polity, 19981, 188; see too ibid 221-3. 
used by Rose et al. is J .  Reed's, in his 'The Great Growth Rac Cited in Stephen Handelman, Comn.rade Criminal (London: Michael Joseph, 1994), 
Ecolzonzic Review (Dec. 1995), 9-11; Reed's evaluation of the 
ruption in various post-communist states is broadly in line with Transparenc 
International's-see text accompanying n. 84 below. 

Ase Grodeland, T. Koshechkina, and William Miller, "'In theory correct, but in 
practice . . .": Public Attitudes to Really Existing Democracy in Ukraine, Bulgaria, 
Slovakia and the Czech Republic', Jourlzal of Com?nunist Studies and Transitio M.-C. Bonzom, 'IMF: Anti-conuption Champion?, African Business (Nov. 1997) 
Politics, 14: 3 (19981, 1-23. wnloaded from http://www.africaria.codicpubs/ab/nov97/abisllOl.htm). 
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It can only be hoped that this new-found commitment to fightin 
crime is genuine and will prove effective. 

Yet while the international community's (especially the 
role is very important in bringing post-communist criminality un 
control, ultimately it is these countries themselves that must b 
the primary responsibility. Unless they do, the viability of both 
marketization and democratization projects will be jeopardized. 

The objectives of this chapter are fourfold, and CO 

approximately with its main sections. The first is to provide 
overview of the crime situation in the region, highlightin 
in rates of crime, and what kinds of crimes are increa 
Given the scale and nature of a chapter like this, only a broad brus 
stroke picture can be drawn. But it will be possible on t 
of the available information and analyses to contrast countri 
which crime is clearly playing a significant role in disrupting b 
domestic and international security with those in which, while be 
a problem, the overall international significance of crime shoul 
be exaggerated. 

The second and third parts of the chapter are concerned 
the second objective, namely to explain the 
in the first in terms of both domestic and i 
tional. factors, and the interplay of these. In the fourth section, 
implications of the rise in crime for the whole democratizatio 
transition project are assessed. Following this, the fifth section p 
vides an overview of international responses to crime in CEE 
FSU states. The conclusions to the chapter locate the criminal 
tion issue in the broader one of the problems of post-coinmuni 
transition, particularly democratic consolidation. 

Crime in  the CEE and FSU States 

2 
One of the many areas in which the situation has improved i W 

cl 
comparison with the communist era is in the provision of officia m 4 
statistics on crime. This has been a function of two developments. E 

The f i s t  has resided in the moves towards greater state transparency 
that is rightly seen by most post-communist politicians and officials 
as a necessary component of the democratization process. Second, 
the break-up of the USSR, the SFRY, and Czechoslovakia has me 
that many statistics that were previously provided only in ag 
ated form for a whole federation are now provided for each o 
successor states. 

Crime, Col-ruptiolz, and Politics 
A c o r n  moo Q, m  
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The data2 suggest that there was a noticeable increase -being and infallibility of the command-administrative 
crime at  the beginning of the 1990s; the rate more or les 
very rapidly in some countries, approximately tripled in e high crime rates could have been interpreted as reflecting 
(between 1990 and 1991) and Hungary (cf. the 1985 and 199 tiveness of the communist state, there was clear 

ing sceptical about crime statistics from the com- 
However, the official statistics indicate that the rate of 
recorded crimes had slowed down perceptibly, or even b second reason has been that citizens may have become more 
reversed, in most countries by the mid-l990~.~O The data also s crime in the early post-communist era, gven 
gest that the

r

e was a marked increase in criminality in attitudes towards the state. Unfortunately, this factor can 
days of post-communism compared with the late comm 
While this might have been the case, two points need to be b 
in mind. The first is that communist authorities in many coun 
used to massage data for political purposes. This point than they did-whether 
made explicitly by the then head of the Soviet Statistical 0 ey see it as being less effective than they had 
V. Kirichenko, when he wrote in 1990 that: r in the more sinister sense that its own officers 
In truth, for decades the prevailing stance has been to colluding with criminals-they might report 
successes and advantages, to keep silent about difficulties and ne 
features in the development of the country and its regions. Statist other point to emerge clearly from the table is that, 

ing the data are not too inaccurate, crime rates in the post- 
ave remained considerably below those of 

ver, there has been a popular 
is a much higher proportion of serious-often 

violent-organized crime in many post-communist states.13 
idea of why this perception has gained ground is provided 

rganized crime. For instance, according to a 
1: 27 (1992), 4-9; Jiri Pehe, 'Crime Rises in Czechoslovakia', RFEIRL an source cited by Backman, the number of registered crimes 
Report, 1: 14 (19921, 55-9; S. Girnius, 'Crime Rate in Lithuania Rises 
RFEIRL Research Report, 2: 31 (1993), 50-3; S. Girnius, 'Lithuani ted in Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe, Econonzic 
Modest Progress in Fight against Crime', RFEIRL Research Report, 3: of Europe in 1989-90 (New York: United Nations, 19901, 82. 

survey results on levels of trust in CEE states see William Mishler and 
Rose, 'Trust, Distrust and Skepticism about Institutions of Civil Society', 
z Public Policy, 252 (Glasgow: CSPP at  the University of Strathclyde, 1995). 

survey evidence suggesting that Polish citizens were opposed in the early to 

significance-especially in light of the argument here about not over-fetis 
the data. 
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committed by organized crime groups in Russia in 1 
this represented a substantial increase on the 1990 d has often not been reported to the authorities. Sec- 
There has also been a marked increase in bombing by its very nature has often gone unreported. Third, 
were long considered to be relatively peacefu e prosecution rates of those who are accused of corruption has in 
Ilzdepeizderzt, there were no fewer than 150 bomb n extraordinarily low. In Poland, for instance, only 
Litlluania in 1993, of which 31 were in the capital lic officials were prosecuted for corruption between the 
in the first eleven months of 1995, 17 large bom g of 1990 and the end of 1996.20 The Russian situation is 
in the Estonian capital of Tallinn;16 in both cas er; yet even there, the number of criminal cases of corruption 
were attributed primarily to protectionism and turf wars asso ated but not actually brought to trial had by the mid-1990s 
ated with organized crime. eded those that did reach the courtroom, while the number of 

Such activity has implications for the legitim official corruption between the mid-1980s and the 
regimes, since it can intensify public percepti e-eleventh of the number of cases of official 
is weak and ineffective. It also discourages foreign investm ered.21 Finally, clear-up rates of serious crime have 
and hence renders economic recovery and even any cases been very low. For instance, only seven of the sixty 
difficult. Both of these factors-low levels of legitimacy and of ntract murders reported in Moscow during 1995 had been solved 
eign investment-can negatively affect the demo -although this rate was marginally better than 

Hence, the total number of crimes mi an detection rate for such murders, which 
economically significant as either the r t.'Wiven all this, the limited value of the 
or the proportion of serious crimes and cor cial aggregate statistics, especially in terms of providing evidence 
countries, these latter have risen even faster public perceptions of criminality and the state's handling of it, 
rates, and have often continued to rise when the overall rat omes even more 
largely flattened out.lS Four further points need to be made. um, while it is of interest to gather and compare crime 

S, they should not be fetishized; where possible, efforts should 
l4  Backman, Inflatiolt of Crime, 99 (Appendix 3).  e to disaggregate aggregated data.2%t most, the crime 
l q i t e d  in Richard J .  I(rickus, 'Democratization i n  Lithuania', i n  Karen 

and Bruce Parrott (eds.),  Tlze Consolidation of Democracy in  East-Cent7.a 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 19971, 317. T .  Holmes and Wojciech Roszkowski (eds.), Clzalzging Rules: Polisk 

16 T O ~ V O  U .  Raun, 'Democratization and Political and Economic Transformation in  Colnparatiue Perspective (Warsaw: 

1987-96', ibid. 366. 
l7 This  is not only because investors may fear for their own sa 

their employees, but  also because they,  too, m a y  perceive the substa 
i n  violent crime as reflective of  an ineffectual state. I f  the state is 
this area, i t  probably is i n  others that  directly affect the  investmen 

l8 This  said, recent discourse analysis based on rmation provided to the author verbally by the Polish Ministry of Justice 
Q-methodology confirms the fi~dings cited in n. 5 that just because p 
claiming to  be building democracy do not enjoy high levels o f  le 
of  itself mean that  citizens will lose faith i n  the  abstract cone osti bor'by S nei (Moscow: Russian Criminological Association, 1995) in  Trends 
this appears to  hold true even i f  the economy i s  no Crime, 1: 4 (1996), 84-5; Luneev, 'Korruptsiya', 86. 
See John S.  Dryzek and Leslie Holmes, 'The Real W o  , Russian Organized Crime, 235. 
Making Democracy Work  i n  Poland and the C 
the Conference on Communist and Post-Commu 
amended version i n  Europe-Asia Studies, 52: 6 (20001, 1043- 
implications of  such a disjuncture remain a concern, however. 

19 The  sources on which the statement about serious 
crimes is based are as for n .  9. The  data on corruption i n  CE 
patchy and unreliable; for what they are worth, however, see ation i n  Russia see V .  Voronkov, 'The Corruption of  Statistics', Traltsitions, 5: 
'Co

r
ruption in  Post-Communist Countries, wi th  Particular R 
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statistics can act as one very rough guideline-to be used in conjun both the West and other post-communist c o u n t r i e ~ . ~ ~  Such 
tion with more qualitative data and common sense-to what is actu tivities often involve violence, including gangland killings, the scale 
ally happening in societies. If it is accepted that public perceptio hich has apparently increased substantially in recent years.2s 
of whether crime have increased or not is at least as i 
the actuality of the situation, then the fact t 
published matters greatly, since it is reasonable to infer that pu Domestic Influences on Changing Crime Rates 
attitudes are influenced by such publication. A limited amount 
survey and focus group data on attitudes towards cri erous factors explain criminality in the post-communist states, 
corruption), plus references to further sources of suc in other kinds of state. In an earlier study of just 
vided in the fourth part of this chapter. For now, it is assumed inal and/or anti-social behaviour in the communist 
crime rates really have increased in recent years, even though e present author identified three broad cat- 
growth may have slowed down. Some of the major nation (cultural; psychological; system-related); 
these rates are briefly outlined in the next two sections. H 
the point should be made that rises in crimina 
as Russia and Ukraine have had more of an imp This helps to explain why it would be impossible in a 
ally than the increased criminality in Latvia or Bulgaria. this scale to analyse all or even most of the factors that 

Straightforward geographical logic has me account for the full gamut of criminality in the CEE and FSU 
and Greeks might be more affected by an increas . Since the interest here is only in forms of criminality that 
Bulgarians or Macedonians than are Germans or Danes (who affect the democratization project in these countries andlor 
more affected by Polish car thieves). However, the point ions with other countries, our principal focus is on cor- 
the beginning of this chapter about crime relating to the nucl and organized crime. 
weapons status of Russia (and Ukraine) has meant that the pot the concepts and practice of corruption and organized 
tial effects of some Russian and Ukrainian criminality could ently overlap and interact, especially in post-communist 
global and devastating. Although there have been fewer rep0 are conceptually distinct.30 In the way most specialists 
this lately, there was serious concern in Western countries rm, corruption is restricted to officials-of vari- 
as Gelmany, Austria, and France, and in other post-commu of the state, whereas organized crime need not directly 
such as Poland and Bulgaria, in the period 1992-4, as it officials at all. Moreover, corruption can be engaged in by 
that nuclear material suitable for weapons use had been s 
from Russia and Ukraine.25 ver, he also acknowledges that much crime is hidden, and that, since prostitu- 

While the nuclear issue is the one of greatest potential th ot illegal in Finland, public concern about this is a social issue, not some- 
to the rest of the world, it is the international implication be addressed by legal agencies. 
post-communist organized crime in other areas that ha Freemantle, Octopus; and James 
serious problems for so many countries. Anyone who has vis 
Helsinki in recent years, for instance, will be aware of the percep 
there of a substantial increase in prostitution, drug-deali 
to a lesser extent protectionism as a result of the activ 
primarily, Russian gangs.26 The same could be said of 

(Moscow: Tsentrpoligraf, 1997); and F. Razzakov, Bandity Vremelz 
25 On this issue see J. Ford, 'Nuclear Smuggling: How Serious a Thre (Moscow: EKSMO, 1997). 

Na,tiolzal Defelzse Uiziuersity Strategic Forum, 59 (Jan. 1996); and Rensse ie Holmes, The End of Communist Power (Cambridge: Polity, 1993), 
Lee, 'Recent Trends in Nuclear Smuggling', i n  Williams, Russian Organ 
Crime, 109-21. 

2"ee Backman, hzflatiolr of Crime, esp. 20-30. Backma 
cial statistics suggest remarkably low levels of Russian sitions, 5: 3 (1998). 
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individuals working alone, and need no wards both dictatorship and leadership drift can 
viour. In contrast, organized crim rage a rise in criminality. The reasons for this are perhaps 
behaviour. Having made these points, it obvious in the latter case than the former. A weak state 
both in practice and in the public's per rs it that much easier to get away with crime than does the 
are often closely linked and at  times ess nce of a strong state determined to combat illegal behaviour. 
For instance, it is clear that many ordin quasi-dictatorial (or dictatorial) states can encour- 
that organized crime has only managed to become as sali crime is that, in practice, these often set a bad example to 
feature of contemporary Russian life as it has because of the otism, cronyism, and various other forms of cor- 
plicity of both politicians and the police.31 a feature of such systems, and the limitations 

There are a number of factors that are, if not in all cases U ia that are typical of them mean that one of the 
to post-communist states, at  least far more salient in them werful instruments of civil society for control- 
in most other kinds of system. Despit eanours of political actors is severely blunted. 
parative transitologists, the first ss, citizens 'discover', often tl~rough rumour, what is 
world. This is the implications of the in the state; if the state sets a bad example, then why 
transition. The CEE and FSU countries ide by unclear rules? This question becomes even 
in political, economic, and boundar acute when the ethical vacuum and the economic hardships 
tified by Claus Offe as the 'triple t r ans i t i~n ' ) ,~~  ly post-communism are borne in mind. 
changes to their legal and educational system st early post-communist governments sought rapid and ex- 
national allegiances, and social class structures. ive privatization. They did so in societies lacking extensive 

The necessarily simultaneous attempts at established bourgeoisies. Yet, in most cases, they initially 
plus the absence of a true bourgeoisie that inter alia acts as rred not to transfer too much of the economy into foreign 
trol on the state, can be combined to form a partial explana trol; having just thrown off one foreign yoke, they 
the problem of criminality in post-communist countries. ling to submit themselves to another. Given the short- 

One aspect of the complexity of the transition relates to timate private domestic wealth, at least two of the 
context of path-dependency from the commu es were conducive to, and perhaps even encouraged, cri- 
a tradition of compromise in politics and of e first was to encourage investment without enquiring 
ments that will ensure strong but non-dictatori igins of often abnormally high investment sums from 
meant that it has often been difficult to secure any Hungary is a good example of a country that 
leading politicians on the optimal way forwar his.33 The second is a major explanatory factor for 
apists' and the gradualists arguing among themselves while rent rise in official corruption. Many post-communist 
countries deteriorate. Unfortunately, this ca S and state officials who played a direct role in the pri- 
to justify quasi-dictatorship, as in Belarus cess took advantage of their position. In some cases, 
(at least until MeEiar's fall in September 19 sold off state property at unrealistically low prices, in return 
reason for leadership drift (as in Russia under Yeltsin). ickbacks. In other cases, they were able to borrow funds 

ecame CO-owners or even principal owners of 

Foi- a scholarly recent analysis of o 
ed enterprises which, once again, were sold off much 

see T. Frisby, 'The Rise of Organized odd  have been the case had market forces (notably 
Significance', Europe-Asia Studies, 50: 1 (19981, 27-49. For a typical n investment) been permitted free rein. 
evidence that some citizens perceive a connection between organized SS of many state officials to tolerate corruption- 
state officials see 'By the Grace of God', Business Central Europe, 6: 50 because of their own involvement-exacerbates the general 
this brief aiticle is incorporated in a longe 
'Can Cronyism Work?, ibid. 11-13. 

32 Claus Offe, 'Capitalism by Design? Democratic Theory Facing the rent Bulgarian government thinking along these lines 
Transition in Eastern Europe', Social Research, 58: 4 (1991), 865-92. , Insider Special Issue (Jan. 19981, 54-5. 
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weakliess of the state in combatting this type of illicit and o olitical parties and their newspapers that make the allega- 
illegal behaviour. These circumstances help to explain the In addition, if media are seen to be closely linked to particu- 
between corruption and organized crime that is so much a fea litical organizations, they will also be perceived by many to 
of some countries in the region, and also the link between cr some sense part of the state. Hence, the linkage has not only 
inality and the weak state. The sheer scale of transition be detrimental to the popular image of the state, but has also 
atte~iipted (or even intended) in all post-communist states, plus t that what should be a key element of civil society has often 
absence of a culture of compromise, has meant that the legisla developed in the optimal way.35 
process has frequently been severely delayed. Often, laws from 
communist era have been either implicitly or explicitly, and form 
or informally, revoked before substitute laws have been ado International and Dansizational Factors 
This has opened the way for people to take advantage of am 
ity and confusion; some will do this consciously, while many o focus in the previous section was on domestic factors affect- 
will do so because of their own uncertainty as to what is an hanging crime rates; it is now appropriate to consider inter- 
not legal. This legislative lug is yet another component of nal and transnational factors. At this stage, oilly negative (that 
explanation of crime that relates to the specific qualities of po ourage crime) factors will be considered, while positive ones that 
commuliist transition. to reduce rates are considered in the fifth section. 

Apart from the state,34 the o~lly other potential domestic so fortunately, the revolutions of 1989-91 coincided with a 
for fighting corruption is civil society. Unfortunately, civil socl ssion in the West. The economic problems of the nascent post- 
has remained frail in most parts of the post-communist wor unist states were unquestionably exacerbated by this. Some 
no small extent because citizens have in recent years been rise in criminality and corruption in these can be explained 
concerned with survival and accommodating to a radically di rms of desperation on the part of both citizens and officials. 
ent system. There is one branch of civil society that could e this aspect of the international economic climate has often 
sometimes does play an important role in highlighting ancl e noted, there is another vitally important dimension of this 
exposing crime, including corruption, namely the mass m era1 economic climate that has been overlooked-the birth 
Unfortunately, the media in many post-communist states ar st-communism coincided with the dramatic rise of neo-liberal 
too often working for particular political parties. While this m nomic rationalist) ideology in most of the West. 
be understandable at  this stage, it has meant that partic its cruder forms, economic rationalism can encourage corruption. 
newspapers and magazines often highlight the corruption of p asons for this include both the greater job insecurity for pub- 
ical actors from other parties, and cover up (including thro ials and an increase in the number of opportunities associ- 
deliberate omission) that of tlieir own. Moreover, some parties with out-sourcing and privatization. To the extent that some 
become better linked with particular media outlets than othe ommunist countries-notably Poland and Russia in the early 
that there is no 'level playing field'. S, several others more recently-were deeply influenced by this 

Moreover, in the partisan point-scoring that has been so logy, the difference between the old system and the intended 
a feature of post-communist politics, allegations have often one was greater than would have been the case had the 
made on the basis of very little evidence. The principal effect o inant capitalist model been what was known as the Nordic or 
constant barrage of unsubstantiated allegations of corruption eland model (a more social democratic model). The attempt to 
been to undermine public confidence in all agencies of the st from the former communist model of a planned economy and 
including political parties generally. The cumulative effect of a e to grave7 welfare to a radically neo-liberal model thus 
onslaught of allegations has thus been counter-productive eve nstituted even more of a shock to both officials and citizens. If 

"' In a somewhat disheartening way, Huntington has argued that the ve n the role of the media in CEE and the FSU see the various articles 
ition from authoritarian to democratic systems can encourage corruption an zsition, 1: 18 (1995) and 2: S (1996), 5-45; S. Splichal, iMedia beyolzd Socialism 
behaviour by weakening the state and ~mdermining traditional values- er, Colo.: Westview, 1994); and Patrick H. O'Neil (ed.), Pos t -Co~~z~~zz~~z isr )~  ancl 
Huntington, 'Democracy for the long haul', Joui-nal of Democracy, 7: 2 (1 dia iiz Eastern Europe (London: Cass, 1997). 
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economic rationalism has been one important factor explaining t isting organized crime groups beyond CEE and the FSU. It 
apparent rise in co

r

ruption in the West since the 1 9 8 0 ~ , ~ ~  nd FSU criminal groups have not been 
reasonable to assume that it has been a factor encouraging offi ones to have travelled further afield in the 1990s; the first 
corruption in post-communist states.37 And if public officials 11 d example of Yakuza activity in Europe was in 1993.40 
set a poor example of abiding by the law in a time of con ess, the spread of post-communist criminal influence 
collapsing values, then an increasing number of citizens are particularly rapid and recent. 
likely to engage in criminal activity. plosion in access to global informa- 

In addition to these general factors, a number of more spe communication between the most 
international factors need to be incorporated into any analysis anized crime gangs much easier. Some 
rising and diversifying criminality among CEEIFSU officials rrupt officials have made considerable 
citizens. The fall of the Berlin Wall, in both literal and figura er technology to assist them in their 
senses, granted much greater freedom to travel for people from m us activities.*l Moreover, and although there appears to be 
parts of the formerly communist world. But the collap evidence on this, it is widely assumed that CEE and FSU 
lnunist power was also accompanied by the redrawing of bo I gangs have played a major role in the Internet porno- 
aries in many parts of CEE and the FSU, some of which industry. The worldwide explosion in the use of 'the net' in 
achieved through warfare. As a result of both the greater fi- has added to the list of potential sources of illegal or ques- 
to travel in general and the substantial growth in the revenue for o

r

ganized crime. 
Europeans seeking refngee status because of wars, the c

r
iminals-whether gangsters or corrupt officials-have 

ies for crime to cross borders, and in some cases to llicit funds, the opaque and traditionally unquestioning 
increased. Once within the EU, the early implications of the adingly described by some as 'discreet') banking traditions 
Schengen Convention between many of the continental me ntries such as Cyprus, Switzerland, and Luxembou

r

g have 
states of the EU may have rendered it easier for criminals t latively easy to hide these in a secure location. Many of 
from country to country in the West.3s undering methods used by criminals 

Having reached the West, it is clear that many crimina -communist world, which liaise in an 
have started to interact with long-established groups to fo rdly 'normal' (legal) way with banks in other countries; the 
criminal conglomerates; these groups include the Italian Ma that some of these banks in CEE and the FSU, particularly 
Colombian drug cartels, the Chinese Triads, and the Japan andlor managed by orgailized crime 
Y a k u ~ a . ~ ~  Hence, post-communist organized crime has been e whole process easier for gangs to transfer money inter- 

reated offshore companies and joint 
h foreign firms as a way of facilitating the international 

of funds in ways that appear 'above board'. 
officials have argued that the introduction of the Euro may 

-laundering even easier in future for organized crime 
3' The present author has explored some of the possible connections betv it has already become. This point was made by the Belgian 

cor

r

uption and neo-liberalism in Leslie Holmes, 'Corruption, Economic Ratio 
ism and the Crisis of the State' in La Trobe Forunz, 12 (19981, 14-15; there aystadt, at the second meeting of 
be a much fuller analysis in his forthcoming book, provisionally entitled ction Task Force (FATF-of which 

Freemantle, Octopus, 73-4. 
sed by criminals from the post-communist 
even to destroy police files-see Webster, 

division of labour between the five most significant crime syndicates globally scholarly analysis of the transfer of funds, both legal and questionable, 
four named in the text plus the Russian 'mafia') see F. Bresler, 'When co-opera see Vladimir Tikhomirov, 'Capital Flight from 
is a dirty word', High Life (London: British Airways), (Apr. 19981, 86-91. S, 49: 4 (1997), 591-615. 
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position, in comparison to Albania, Georgia, and Kazakhstan ation has begun to crystallize in some.ss Many governments 
three at  841, Kyrgyzstai1(87), Yugoslavia (go), Uzbekistan (94) arliaments have started to catch up with their legslative 
lastly Azerbaijan (96). In the centre group, Belarus contin g. As the privatization process continues, many of those who 
score surprisingly high at 58th rank, just below Slovakia (5 t to take advantage of the confusion of early post-communism 
above Bulgaria, Macedonia, and Romania (joint 63), Croatia begun to seek legitimacy for their economic position; they 
Moldova and Ukraine (joint 75), and Armenia (80). become more enthusiastic than they were for laws that will 

Given the growing attention being paid to the TI index glob ct their ownership. The application of computer technology to 
and the point made earlier about foreign investment and corr ontrol of crime has spread in the region. And as economies 
tion, post-communist governments will ignore the index at to pick up-and most are, if at a slower pace than had been 
peril. I t  constitutes one more way in which the international and anticipated-so the pressure to engage in crime, particu- 
munity can bring pressure to bear on post-communist states to 'cle the economic crime that was often seen in the early and mid- 
up their act'. S both as a survival instinct and as a legacy of the communist 

The final area to consider has been the role of foreign compa em, will ease off. These are all encouraging factors. 
ies, including TNCs. Such companies can on one lev t it would be na'ive to assume that the dynamism of the cur- 
part of international civil society. At present, however, situation should necessarily encourage optimism about the 
activity in this area is being dictated by the internatio . Russia is still experiencing acute identity problems after 
national agencies mentioned above, and it remains to be st an empire. While the situation has been different and 
whether or not they will play a distinctive 'good citizen' role in in the other post-communist countries, there are still iden- 
own right. Certainly, some TNCs do appear to be taking econ ems in all of them, as an inevitable result of the collapse 
crime and bribery more seriously. Shell Oil, for instance, 11 alizing system. This identity problem helps to explain the 
missed workers and cancelled contracts with contractors on of nationalism in many post-communist countries. But 
the offering or soliciting of bribes has been proven. While t ationalism is a quasi-ideology, and, as such, does not attract 
not targeted specifically at  CEE or FSU countries, its impac citizens as might be expected in the circt~mstances. It is 
be felt in that part of the world as e l s e ~ h e r e . ~ ~  Unfortunately, lief system, and requires a basic faith that something 
activity by TNCs does not currently appear to be nearly as c one. In short, it requires a peculiar type of 'optimism'. The 
mon as it needs to be if the fight against bribery and corrupti S of either despair or apathy throughout much of the region 
to be effective. Moreove

r
, the track record of TNCs in promo nt years have been too deep to permit much optimism. 

better environmental awareness in the post-communist world W e method by which several post-communist countries have 
make observers sceptical t.hat most will play a particularly WO seeking to strengthen their identity and legitimacy, and to 
role unless forced to. domestic optimism, is through international recognition and 

ptance. The most significant way in which they have been doing 
is through their applications to join NATO and, more import- 

Conc~usio?zs y in terms of encouraging more positive attitudes among the 
the EU. In countries such as Hungary and Bulgaria, admis- 

Crime rates do not have to keep increasing. One reason for e EU has almost become a new telos for some. For reasons 

anomic behaviour that has become more salient a feature of so m sometimes related more to unresolved issues within the EU 

CEE and FSU countries has been the sheer confusion-the S 
than to its attitudes towards the CEE and FSU states per 

of transition-of recent years. Recently, the situation has ussels (or Strasbourg) was slow and cautious in beginning 

in the process of calming down somewhat. While it is sti 
early to speak of true party systel?zs in any of these countries, ee Gabor T6ka ,  'Political Parties and Democratic Consolidation i n  East 

ral Europe', Studies i n  Public Policy, 279 (Glasgow: CSPP at  t h e  University 
hclyde, 1997) and Leslie Holmes, 'Towards a Stabilization o f  Party Sys- 

S7 See Daily Telegraph, London (22 Apr. 19981, 27. t h e  Post-communist Countries?, Ez~ropean Review, 6 :  2 (1998), 233-48. 
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Some indication of just how widespread has been th 
that organized crime has political power was suggested by an A 
1997 Russian survey. In response to the question s were remarkably 
is running Russia? 52 per cent of respondents opted ews conducted by this author 
organized crime', compared with just 21 per cent for ' fia in February 1998 indicated that the campaign had lost 
atus', and 14 per cent for 'the p re~ iden t ' .~~  Having the survey results, i t  would 
an overview of surveys relating to co

r

ruption in a 1997 p g immune or indifferent to 
I shall not repeat the exercise in full here. But recent Bulga 
studies, which were not cited in the earlier analysis, are fairly e Bulgarian surveys was conducted by CSD as part 
ical, if more detailed than most. They provide some indica international project being conducted by the Glasgow-based 
of how widespread concern is, and of which groups Bulgarians be1 referred to in the introduction (W. Miller, T. Koshechkina, and 
are most prone to corruption. The overview of these surveys prdeland), and uses that team's  question^.^^ It  was concerned 
then be compared with abbreviated versions of some of the find pular attitudes towards state officials, and provides further 
on other countries recently summarized and published. S consider corruption to be.52 

The Bulgarian studies were conducted by Vitosha Research, eople aged 18 and over interviewed on a face-to- 
survey research unit of the Centre for the Study of Democracy (C asis, revealed that 84.5 per cent of respondents considered 
they comprised three separate surveys over a ten-month period, er 'bad' (53.5 per cent) or 'bad, but unavoidable' (31 per cent) 
were very much focused on attitudes towards c o r r ~ p t i o n . ~ ~  The have to give money, presents or do favours in 
was conducted in March 1997, and involved 1,185 responde 
the second was conducted in September 1997, and involved 1, 
respondents; while the third was conducted in December 1997 
January 1998, and involved 1,519 respondents. 

They revealed, first, that Bulgarians were critical of all for 
corruption among elected officials-though, uns Glasgow project was funded jointly by the Overseas Development Admin- 

less so the acceptance of &ee meals than &ee holidays, money, 
Second, respondents tended to be somewhat more critical 
ruption among civil servants than among elected officials, 
the difference was not substantial. Third, the results indicate 
official campaigns against corruption can incr 
nation, but perhaps only on a short-term basi 
government that came to power following the April 1997 e 
made the fight against corruption a top priority, and so 
raise public awareness and disapproval of it. That it succ 

47 The survey appeared in Moskovskii Koinso~nolets (5 Sept. 19971, and is 
in Peter Rutland and N. Kogan, 'The Russian Mafia: Between Hype and Re 
Tra~zsitio~zs, 5: 3 (Mar. 19981, 26. 

Leslie Holmes, 'Corruption in Post-Communist CO 
Reference to Poland', esp. 151-2; surveys are cited from the Czech Rep 
Poland, Russia, and Ukraine. 

4"he results of the project have been published in 
na bzclgarite za korz~pts~yata: mart 1997-ya~zuari 1998 (Sofia: Vitos 
1998). I am indebted to the Director of  Vitosha Research, Aleksandr 
having kindly provided me with this report (as well as that cited i 
a visit I made to Bulgaria in February 1998. 
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survey conducted by one of Poland's most respected opinion polli mic reforms in the post-communist world, this is of concern. 
organizations revealed that only 2 per cent of respondents belie ever, let us consider the Bulgarian case once again, since it 
their politicians and senior public servants were completely un S that there might be a more ogtimistic way of interpret- 
rupted, whereas 51 per cent believed that 'many' politicians recent surveys than might appear to be the case on the 
senior appointed government officials were somewhat corr the findings reported so far. The tentative conclusio~~s drawn 
and a further 36 per cent believed that 'some' were.5g But is the Bulgarian case might apply to other countries in the 
concern about corruption sufficient to undermine the transi 
process? Is there a connection in people's minds between de e first point is that many Bulgarians appeared to have mixed 
cratization, privatization, and corruption/economic crime? S about corruption. While condemning it 011 one level, many 

It is not possible 011 the basis of the existing data to provide au Iso adopted a pragmatic approach to it. Thus, in response 
itative answers to these  question^.^^ Moreover, the answers wil uestion, 'Imagine a person gave money or a present to a 
necessarily be the same in all countries. Certainly, there is su cial and got what helshe wanted. How is it  most likely 
evidence to suggest that citizens i11 Kazakhstan and Uzbek e person to feel? (emphasis in original), 41.2 per cent of inter- 
have been ambivalent towards democratization and economic S responded 'happy', while another 19.7 per cent answered 
because of the belief that these p

r

ocesses are associated wi feelings'. Only 7.9 per cent of respondents described their feel- 
ruption and organized crime;61 as pointed out earlier, other s anger, while 6.9 per cent would feel ashamed and 6.6 per 
and other types of evidence, including some of that just cited, 
to endorse this image of a common correlation in the public nd, when asked what sort of system a respondent t?rould 
between radical econonlic reform (privatization and marketiza ally prefer, 27.8 per cent of respondents claimed they would 
and crime.62 For those enthusiastic about promoting politic one in which public officials 'sometimes accept money or pre- 

, while a further 18.6 per cent answered that 'it depends'; only 
data on attitudes towards crime geilerally and corruption specifically can be er cent stated unambiguously that they would prefer a system 
in the 'Informatsiya: Resul'taty Oprosov' section of VTsIOM's bi-monthly p ch public officials would 'never accept money or presents'. 
tion Ekorzolnicheskie i Sotsial'nye Peremeny: 114onitoring Obskchestvenizogo M there is a grey area here. 

59 Centrum Badania Opinii Spolecznej, Czy politicy sp uczciwi? (Warsaw: , to the question mentioned above concerning the groups 
Feb. 1995), esp. 1-14. I wish to thank Prof. Lena Kolarska-Bobinska for pro 
me with these survey results, and Mr Olives Freeman for assistance in tra which corruption is found to be most annoying, only 11.9 per 
ing them from Polish. swered 'influential businessmen' (sic); while it  is question- 

60 I t  is worth noting that one of the most significant cross-polity sur ther or not businesspeople should have been included in 
level of trust citizens in CEE and the FSU have towards political and of attitudes on corruption (in that they are not usually 
tutions does not directly address the issue of crime and corruption-S 
and Rose, 'Trust, Distrust and Sliepticism'. All too often until recently, 

cials), this finding does suggest that the Bulgarian public 

'formal' or institutional politics on the one hand, and crime and corruption o pared to accept more 'questionable' ethical behaviour 
other, in post-communist states have beell conducted more or less in isolation te sector than in the On one level, at least, this 
each other. This situation is clearly inappropriate, and is now gradually ell for the move away from a state-run economy. 
rectified-including by Mishler and Rose who, with co-author Christian Haer nother level, however, the survey could also be interpreted 
conclude in a 1998 book that 'The chief shortcoming of post-Communist new cating that many Bulgarians still look to a strong state 
cracies is their inability to enforce the rule of law ( . . . ) today the biggest pr 
is corruption': Rose, Mishler, and Haerpfer, Democracy and Its Altenzatives, ealing with the problem of corruption, rather than greater 

N. Lubin, Celztral Asians Take Stock (Washington, DC: United States Inst ratization or, as a corollary, a greater role for civil society. 
of Peace, 1995), as abstracted in Trelzds in Organized Crinze, 1: 4 (19961, 84. nference can be drawn from the responses to a question about 
Kazakh government is clearly very concerned about corruption, havillg re st methods to be adopted for ensuring public officials treat 
(late 1998) established a ministerial-level agency and adopted a two-year 'progr 
to fight it-see '0 gosudarstvennoi programme bor'by S korruptsiei na 1999-2 
gody,' Ka~zaklzstanskaya Pruuda (9 Dec. 1998). as in many other post-communist countries, the communist leg- 

Though the reader is reminded of the distinction Miller et al. draw b e state and the economy means that many citizens continue to draw 
the theory and practice of marketization and privatization-see n. 5 and inction between the two. This said, recent economic rationalist 

panying text above. est mean that the distinctions are increasingly blurred here too. 
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citizens fairly; in the context of this survey, this clearly rela raine, the four most corrupt were seen as the police, officials 
to the measures required for eradicating or reducing c rt  officials, and municipal  official^.^^ Although 
Having been asked to nominate just one method, th rankings differed somewhat from couiltry to country, perhaps 
method (29.2 per cent of respondents) was 'stricter most important point is that ull groups of officials were con- 
officials'; just behind this was a factor that might bode red corrupt by at least 40 per cent of citizens in all four coun- 
sense of becoming more feasible as the economy picks n half of the citizens in all countries except 
salaries for officials' (at 28.1 per cent). In contrast, mea the highest average percentages occurring 
might be seen as reflective of more democratization and transpa 
were considerably less favoured; these methods included ia, it appears that relatively few citizens in the other 
openness' (5.2 per cent), 'better appeal procedures for ci -communist states had been directly asked by officials 
per cent), 'notices with the rights of citizens7 (2.6 per cent), or a present (ranging from 2 per cent in the Czech 
'reporting to the public about deficiencies' (1.6 per cent). Simil although the percentage of 
a measure that might be seen as taking some of the emphasis d that an official had 'seemed to expect' 
officials and placing more responsibility on citizens-'penalties higher in the other three countries, ranging from 
people who bribe officials7-appealed to only 3 per cent of 'espo the Czech Republic to 64 per cent in Slovakia. 
ents as the preferred method. was a remarkably high level of agreement in all four coun- 

How do these Bulgarian figures compare with those on other hat corruption among top-level government officials made 
communist countries? The limited data available, added ns more angry than corruption among lower-level officials; the 
from more general public attitudes towards political and e ntages ranged from 59 per cent in Slovakia to 71 per cent in 
 institution^,^^ suggest that this particula

r 

case study might ike their Bulgarian counterparts, considerably more 
typical of several post-communist countries, although inian interviewees believed that a citizen 
ticular mix and balance of attitudes is, of course, unique to bribe of some description and thereby 
country. It is important, therefore, to consider in more detail ective would feel 'happy' than that they would 
of the findings of the Glasgow team in their comparative ana d, or a s h a m e ~ l . ~ ~  Hence, the ambiguities of public 
(involving interviews conducted between November 1997 udes towards corruption already identified in Bulgaria are 
February 1998 of almost 5,000 citizens ia toto) of Bulgaria, the C 
Republic, Slovakia, and Ukraine. The attitudes will be a re were fairly substantial differences 
in the same sequence as employed for the Bulgarian fi n the Bulgarian respondents and their counterparts in 

The percentages of interviewees in the Czech Republic, 
and Ukraine who considered it either 'bad' or 'bad but unavoid 
that citizens might have to use money, presents, favours, or 
tacts in order to influence officials were remarkably simi 
Bulgarian percentages, at 94 per cent, 88 per cent, and 8 
respectively. If medical personnel are excluded (for rea 
above) along with university staff (for the same reasons as 
ical personnel), the three groups considered most corrupt in the 
Republic were officials in state ministries, members of parlia 
and customs officials; in Slovakia, the top three were 
state ministries, court officials, and members of parliament; W 21  and accompanying text. The Bulgarian percentage cited by the 

in connection with attitudes towards corruption among higher- or 
officials is somewhat higher than that cited in the Vitosha report, 

" For instance, the numerous survey results published under the joint 
of the Centre for the Study of Public Policy a t  the University of Strathc 
the Paul Lazarsfeld Society in Vienna. 
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some of the other countries was in terms of their preferred syst The above survey (interview-based) data suggest that, in four dif- 
(i.e. one in which officials sometimes accepted presents and in re unist states, public attitudes towards corruption, 
did favours for people, or one in which officials never acce been remarkably similar. It is to be hoped that detailed 
presents and never did favours); while the Ukrainians results from many more post-communist states, and con- 
the Bulgarians on this answer, a much higher proportion of Cz many more forms of criminality (especially organized crime), 
and Slovaks preferred a 'clean' state, in which officials n ome available in the coming years. But before concluding 
accepted bribes or equivalents. Nevertheless, there was and given the interest here in perceptions of the 
ity in both Ukraine and Bulgaria who preferred a corru etween domestic and international factors in post- 
system, so that the differences were not as great as unist criminality, it is worth noting one further finding of 
appear.Gs team. Their research indicated clearly that very few 

The Bulgarian response towards 'corruption' a ens in the four countries they investigated believe that 'for- 
nesspeople was more in line with the other three cou ers' either have been benefiting most, or are likely to benefit 
the Miller et al. methodology, some 15 per cent of Bul oves towards a market economy. In terms of who has 
this more annoying than corruption among either top gove ted most, the respondents citing 'foreigners' range from 
officials or local officials, compared with 17 per cent in low 3 per cent of the total in Slovakia to a not much higher 
Republic, 16 per cent in Slovakia, and a rather lower 5 per c cent in Ukraine. Whilst the figures about assumed future 
Ukraine.70 It seems reasonably safe to infer from this that re somewhat higher, ranging from 5 per cent in 
of the moves away from the state-run economy have b o 14 per cent in the Czech Republic, they still fall far 
accepted in many post-communist states. the proportion of interviewees who believe that 'politicians 

The final area for con~parison concerns citizens' beliefs mafia' have been and will continue to be the 
the optimal methods for combating corruption. Yet agai beneficiaries of market r e f ~ r m . ~ W f  course, these figures do 
Bulgarian responses were for the most part very similar tly to crime and corruption; yet it seems reasonable 
in the other three countries. Thus, the most favoured m em that many post-communist citizens are blam- 
Bulgaria (stricter controls or penalties for officials) W wn political and criminal elites far more than external 
most favoured method in both the Czech Republic and ies for improprieties in their systems. 
it was the second most favoured method in Slovakia, 
training for officials. The second most favoured method in Bu 
(higher salaries for officials) was also the second rnational Responses to Post-communist Criminality 
method in Ukraine, and the third most favoured i 
Czechs were an exception on this variable. The Bulgarians' n examines the constructive measures taken by the inter- 
clination to advocate measures that place less onus on the ommunity to counter the influence of post-communist 
and more on citizens or civil society was remarkably similar crime and corruption, particularly when these spread 
attitudes in all of the other three states.71 d the borders of CEE and the FSU. Having considered 

of the measures adopted, it will be argued that there is 
much more concerted effort than even the very recent 

GWil ler ,  Grodeland, and Koshechkina, 'Are the P 
table 11 and accompanying text. I t  should be noted cation of counter-crime strategies. It is also suggested 
the exclusioi~ of the 'mixed' respollses from the Miller et al. analyses appe often half-hearted approach of foreign, international, and 
produce a rather different picture from the Vitosha figures. Closer inspection a1 agencies has reflected a mixture of ambivalence 
reveals, however, that the differences are not as significant as they initially equate appreciation of the seriousness of, the prob- 
even in the Vitosha figures cited above, far more interviewees prefer a syst 
which officials never accept gifts than one in which they sometimes do. 

in Ibid., table 21  and accompanying text. 
7f Miller, Grodeland, and Koshechkina, 'What is d Koshechkina, 'Are the People Victims or Accomplices?', 

cials?', table 3 and accompanying text. and 3 and accompanying text. 
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In analysing the responses to post-communist criminality from, tate, New Jersey, and Penn~ylvania) ,~~ and the FBI unit 
the international community-here meaning primarily the West- lished in New York in 1994 explicitly to deal with Russian 
it is appropriate to distinguish between at least four kinds of 
agency. The first is the individual nation-state and its agencies gh it was initially believed by many that the Schengen 
(national police forces). The second resides in international and on would render it easier for organized crime to cross fron- 
supranational agencies that are in essence established by groups nce in the area of the EU covered by it, the awareness of 
of nation-states. This group has included organizations such as' ong the signatory states has made it much more difficult 
Interpol, the EU, the IMF, and the World Bank. The third kind formal implementation for non-EU citizens not only to enter 
of agency exists primarily to analyse corruption, and to assist' ea in the first place, but even to be 'free' of state interest in 
government agencies bent on reducing this. Such an agency is*' inside. In terms of the former, when Austria agreed in 
independent of both governments and supranational agencies? to implement the Convention from April 1998, concern 
even though it often cooperates with them. There is only one such pressed that the country's 1,300-kilometre border with CEE 
agency-Transparency International; its nature and role will be" would constitute a security threat. Austria acknowledged its 
explored below. Finally, no analysis would be complete without some ess of this problem, and agreed to upgrade its border con- 
consideration of the role of transnational business. -a-uis its non-Schengen neighbours. Regarding the situ- 

A few Western countries have become so concerned about 'outsiders' once inside the Schengen area, police powers and 
the spread of criminality beyond the borders of certain post- s have been upgraded recently in a bid to counter the poten- 
communist states that they have established formal links with, S of highly mobile organized crime. Much of this upgrade 
policing agencies in the latter. The best-known example of this is alized and legitimized by the 1997 Amsterdam Treaty. 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), which has established now, and as mentioned above, one of the ways in which 
offices in Moscow and Warsaw. The Metropolitan Police of London' d crime and corruption in CEE and FSU states has been 
also have a formal link with their Moscow equivalents. In addi: ' by the West has been through non-transparent banking 
tion, the USA established an International Police Academy in es in countries such as Luxembourg and Switzerland. This 
Budapest in 1996 at which police from CEE and FSU countries could red it relatively easy for criminals to hide their ill- 
be trained in combating crime. It should be noted that the involve-' ns. It is, therefore, encouraging that Switzerland has 
ment of Western police agencies has typically been requested by opted a law, effective 1 April 1998, that requires banks to 
post-communist countries. Even countries that have in recent a e any suspicious deposits and other transactions in future.75 
years developed a reputation for wanting to solve their own; gh it is likely that there will be problems in implementing 
problems with minimal foreign involvement have recently turned' W, its adoption is of real significance symbolically. This 
to the West for assistance. A prime example has been the C n sent a message to the post-communist criminal world that 
Republic, which sought FBI advice in dealing with the ban institutions are serious about clamping down on economic 
scandal that emerged in 1996 and involved a considerable amount 
of corruption. has been a dramatic increase since the mid-1990s in the 

In the fight against post-communist criminality, more commo of attention supra- and transnational organizations have 
than the establishment of branches of Western agencies within riminality, especially corruption and organized crime, in 
the CEE and FSU countries themselves has been the creation o -communist countries. Only a few examples will be cited 
special divisions of such organizations within Western states. These ne of the most significant has been the Council of Europe's 
new bodies have focused on gangs from Russia and elsewhere 
have relocated to these countries. The best-known examples 
been created in the USA, and relate to Russian criminals; umentation on this project, see Williams, Russ~a7z Orgarzazed Crime, 

include the Tri-State Joint sov ie t -~mi~r6  Organized Crime Proj elman, Conzrade Crarnz7zal, 244. 
(established in March 1992, and combining police efforts in N news (telev~sion), Sofia (6  Feb. 1998). 
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'Octopus' project. This was established in June 1996 with t crime for American companies to use bribes to secure overseas 
express purpose of combating corruption and organized crime cts. However, and as mentioned above, many other Western 
the CEE and FSU countries; no less than sixteen c ies-including Aust

r

alia, Austria, France, Germany, and the 
the region agreed to participate in the project.7G The project ave not only not forbidden their companies from 
to run for eighteen months, and involved inter alia harmoniz in which this is perceived to be 'normal' 
the legislation of cooperating states, increasing information ust to add insult to American injury, have 
changes, and establishing proper monitoring se

r

vices. A conferen companies to claim such bribes as a tax write-off. 
to assess the success of the scheme was held in Strasbourg able to the USA, which has pressured 
December 1997, and recommended a number of specific meas ons such as the IMF, the World Bank and 
that could be taken by individual post-communist states.77 

In addition to projects such as 'Octopus' that specifically merous declarations and guidelines, in- 
the CEE and FSU countries, these states are also being a 'Declaration against Corruption and Bribery in 
by more global projects of supranational organizations th ational Commercial Transactions' (December 1996),s0 the 
designed to reduce economic crime everywhere. One examp tion guidelines of August 1997,s1 and the 
the mid-1996 ruling of the World Bank that any eviden e recent 'Convention on Combating Bribery of 
corruptioil in the implementation of investment and aid Public Officials in International Business Transactions' 
in which it is involved will result in immediate cancel1 by all twenty-nine members of the OECD and five non- 
that project. Some CEEIFSU states have also been in December 1997, following recommendations 
usually on a temporary basis, by the IMF inter alia on the gro by the OECD's Council in May 1997). It remains to be seen 
that they are doing too little to combat corruption; Ukraine ctive these prove to be in practice. 
'punished' in this way in 1997.78 ctor explaining the growing awareness of the problem 

But it is only very recently that supranational and internati as resided in the activity of an organization 
organizations have begun to focus on the problem was founded only in 1993, but which has already exerted a 
and, in particular, its international implications. ficant influence on international organizations, governments, 
explain this. One is that there has been a knock-on effect fr the business community. That organization is the Berlin-based 
the OECD. In May 1994, this organization issued national (he

r

eafter TI). Founded and headed by 
mendations on Bribery in Internatioi~al Business Transa work for the World Bank, Peter Eigen, TI is 
which has been described as 'the first multilateral agreement ed to exposing and combating corruption, primarily as this 
governments to combat the bribery of foreign offi ess. Since 1995, and with the cooperation of 
impetus for these OECD guidelines was the USA, whic ann Graf Lambsdorff of Gottingen University, TI has pub- 
become increasingly concerned that it has been losing in an annual 'corruption perception index'. Based on several 
tional business because of corruption. In 1977, in the untry, this index provides a guide to how corrupt indi- 
Lockheed corruption scandal, the USA passed legisla untries are perceived to be by businesspeople. The survey 

cover all countries, and is targeted very much at the kinds 
rruption foreign businesspeople are most likely to encounter. 

for instance, it is doubtful that the kinds of expe

r

iences and 
edge many ordinary citizens in post-communist countries have 

Criminal Law Convention on Corruption in November 1998, which 
its Parliamentary Assembly in May 1999. Its implementation is 
'GRECO' (Group of States Against Corruption). 
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position, in comparison to Albania, Georgia, and Kazakhstan ation has begun to crystallize in some.ss Many governments 
three at  841, Kyrgyzstai1(87), Yugoslavia (go), Uzbekistan (94) arliaments have started to catch up with their legslative 
lastly Aze

r

baijan (96). In the centre group, Belarus contin g. As the privatization process continues, many of those who 
score surprisingly high at 58th rank, just below Slovakia (5 t to take advantage of the confusion of early post-communism 
above Bulgaria, Macedonia, and Romania (joint 63), Croatia begun to seek legitimacy for their economic position; they 
Moldova and Ukraine (joint 75), and Armenia (80). become more enthusiastic than they were for laws that will 

Given the growing attention being paid to the TI index glob ct their ownership. The application of computer technology to 
and the point made earlier about foreign investment and corr ontrol of crime has spread in the region. And as economies 
tion, post-communist governments will ignore the index at to pick up-and most are, if at a slower pace than had been 
peril. I t  constitutes one more way in which the international and anticipated-so the pressure to engage in crime, particu- 
munity can bring pressure to bear on post-communist states to 'cle the economic crime that was often seen in the early and mid- 
up their act'. S both as a survival instinct and as a legacy of the communist 

The final area to consider has been the role of foreign compa em, will ease off. These are all encouraging factors. 
ies, including TNCs. Such companies can on one lev t it would be na'ive to assume that the dynamism of the cur- 
part of international civil society. At present, however, situation should necessarily encourage optimism about the 
activity in this area is being dictated by the internatio . Russia is still experiencing acute identity problems after 
national agencies mentioned above, and it remains to be st an empire. While the situation has been different and 
whether or not they will play a distinctive 'good citizen' role in in the other post-communist countries, there are still iden- 
own right. Certainly, some TNCs do appear to be taking econ ems in all of them, as an inevitable result of the collapse 
crime and bribery more seriously. Shell Oil, for instance, 11 alizing system. This identity problem helps to explain the 
missed workers and cancelled contracts with contractors on of nationalism in many post-communist countries. But 
the offering or soliciting of bribes has been proven. While t ationalism is a quasi-ideology, and, as such, does not attract 
not targeted specifically at  CEE or FSU countries, its impac citizens as might be expected in the circt~mstances. It is 
be felt in that part of the world as e l s e ~ h e r e . ~ ~  Unfortunately, lief system, and requires a basic faith that something 
activity by TNCs does not currently appear to be nearly as c one. In short, it requires a peculiar type of 'optimism'. The 
mon as it needs to be if the fight against bribery and corrupti S of either despair or apathy throughout much of the region 
to be effective. Moreove

r
, the track record of TNCs in promo nt years have been too deep to permit much optimism. 

better environmental awareness in the post-communist world W e method by which several post-communist countries have 
make observers sceptical t.hat most will play a particularly WO seeking to strengthen their identity and legitimacy, and to 
role unless forced to. domestic optimism, is through international recognition and 

ptance. The most significant way in which they have been doing 
is through their applications to join NATO and, more import- 

Conc~usio?zs y in terms of encouraging more positive attitudes among the 
the EU. In countries such as Hungary and Bulgaria, admis- 

Crime rates do not have to keep increasing. One reason for e EU has almost become a new telos for some. For reasons 

anomic behaviour that has become more salient a feature of so m sometimes related more to unresolved issues within the EU 

CEE and FSU countries has been the sheer confusion-the S 
than to its attitudes towards the CEE and FSU states per 

of transition-of recent years. Recently, the situation has ussels (or Strasbourg) was slow and cautious in beginning 

in the process of calming down somewhat. While it is sti 
early to speak of true party systel?zs in any of these countries, ee Gabor T6ka ,  'Political Parties and Democratic Consolidation i n  East 

ral Europe', Studies i n  Public Policy, 279 (Glasgow: CSPP at  t h e  University 
hclyde, 1997) and Leslie Holmes, 'Towards a Stabilization o f  Party Sys- 

S7 See Daily Telegraph, London (22 Apr. 19981, 27. t h e  Post-communist Countries?, Ez~ropean Review, 6 :  2 (1998), 233-48. 
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negotiations with the ten post-communist applicants. The July 
EU decision to commence negotiations with five of the ten W 

balance a positive move for those five-but possibly 
development for the five 'laggards'. Negotiations between Br 
and those five (Bulgaria, Latvia, Lithuania, Romania, and Slov 
finally began in February 2000, which should help to pre 
thein from turning inwards again, and away from democracy 
would have serious negative ramifications for both crimina 
and-by definition-democ

r

atic consolidation in those coun 
Given the internationalization of crime outlined in this ch 
higher levels of alienation and criminality in these coun 
would inevitably mean more problems for their Western neighb 
and even for other parts of the world. 

It has been argued that the West in general has been slower t 
it should have been, even in terms of its own vested inte 
recognizing and addressing the problems of organized cr 
cor

r

uption in the post-communist world. It has further bee 
gested that the West, especially Western Europe, can do m 
keep the democratization project in CEE and FSU countries o 
by assisting in the fight against organized crime and corru 
It would be absurd not to recognize that the international c 
has been and remains extremely important to these cou 
indeed, post-communism is as much a set of circumstance 
a context as it is an identifiable phenomenon. Yet, ultimate 
problem of crime and corruption (and indeed democratic cons 
tion) within CEE and FSU states will have to be solved 
states and societies themselves. Post-communist gove 
that continue to permit overt conflicts of interest and ev 
ties between politicians, bureaucrats, and organized cr 
expect the international community to respect them or 
seriously. If the EU is to continue breaking down its mt 
barriers, countries that seek to join it must demonstrate 
commitment to the consolidation of both democracy and legiti 
not black-market economics. Their attitudes and actions v 
crime and corruption will be one major indicator of this 
ment. While some post-communist officials understand this, t 
still do not. The ball is in their court. 
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